IMPERSONAL   ABSOLUTE  MONARCHY
The feeling which provided the directing force for this process
of evolution was the need that was felt for working according to
methods that should satisfy the reason for setting limits to in-
dividual fancy, in the shape of rules strong enough to maintain
a generally recognized order. But, fond though they were of rules,
these writers still retained their love of life and their liking for
sincerity of feeling and the spontaneous play of thought. What
they wanted was to reconcile the rules, which they called 'reason3,
with life, which they called 'nature5. This balance between two
opposing tendencies, the taste for order and the taste for life,
gave rise to the original quality of what is known as French classical
literature. This spirit already animated the great age of Riche-
lieu and Mazarin, such as Malherbe, Gorneille, Pascal, and La
Rochefoucauld, and was also to control those writers whose ways
of thinking had been formed before 1661, though their master-
pieces appeared under the personal rule of Louis XIV - Moliere,
Racine, Boileau, La Fontaine, and Bossuet, who were shortly to
emancipate French literature from the imitation of foreign models,
from Spanish bombast and Italian affectation, and bring it back
to its own tradition of simplicity, by laying down as its express rule
that it should follow nature, while remaining obedient to reason.
The wealth of original creation that marked the first sixty-five
years of the seventeenth century in religion, manners, language,
and literature displays two striking features which are character-
istic of French life: in the first place, all innovations, even when
they originated in the provinces, came to be concentrated in Paris,
and from thence spread to the whole of France by an intentional
process of imitation; and in the second place, the work of creation
went on under the influence or even with the collaboration of
women, or, more correctly, of ladies, who brought to it the spon-
taneous freshness of impressions indispensable to all work that is
to possess real vitality, as well as the natural elegance which was
to become the distinctive mark of the productions of the French
genius.
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